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TIMECODE NAME Dialogue 

00.00.00 CHARLES Before we start I’d like to ask you to help us out by telling us what 

you think of this Podcast Series, we’ve got a short survey we’re 

asking you to complete at edrsurvey.com/bbcsurvey and that 

address is also in our show notes, if you can spare a minute we’d 

be very grateful. 

00.00.17  MUSIC  

00.00.19 NARRATOR This is the BBC Academy Podcast, essential listening for the 

production, journalism and technology broadcast communities, 

your guide to everything from craft skills to taking your next step in 

the industry. 

00.00.31 CHARLES Welcome to this BBC Academy Podcast with me, Charles Miller. 

Today we’re talking daytime television, what it’s like to work in, 

what you need to get a job in it, what kind of programmes its 

commissioner’s want and whether or not it’s actually any different 

from other kinds of television.   

00.00.47 CHARLES With me here in London is BBC Daytime Commissioning Editor, 

Lindsay Bradbury, thanks for coming along Lindsay. 

00.00.53 LINDSAY Pleasure. 

 CHARLES And from the independent production company, Twofour in 

Plymouth we’re joined by Executive Producer, Rachel Innes-

Lumsden, hi Rachel. 

 RACHEL Hi there. 

 CHARLES And from the BBC in Bristol we’re talking to series producer, Julia 

Foot, hi Julia. 

 JULIA Hello, hi. 

00.01.09 CHARLES Well first of all I think we should say that there’s a relationship 

between the three of you, in that Lindsay commissions shows from 

both Julia and Rachel. So Lindsay can you just tell us what those 

shows are? 

00.01.21 LINDSAY So with Rachel currently in production, got a whole raft of Dom on 

the Spot, and with Julia currently in production, Street Auction, 

although I’ve worked very closely with Julia on programmes like 

Flog It and Bargain Hunt. 

 CHARLES Okay so let’s find out a bit about those shows. Rachel just for those 

who haven’t seen it give us a quick outline of what happens in 

Dom on the Spot, would you? 

00.01.47 RACHEL Yes sure, Dom on the Spot is a fun little format show that’s 

presented by Dom Littlewood who’s quite a character and quite a 

regular face on daytime as well as peak. It looks at the world of 

fines and breaking the law really, but breaking the law in quite an 

everyday way, if there’s such a thing. So we’re not kind of talking 

kind of big crimes here, we’re not talking about gun crime or drug 

heists or anything like that, it’s more about the crimes that 

probably all of us have maybe committed if we’re being 

completely honest.  

00.02.20 RACHEL So things like parking fines, speeding fines, littering. 
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 CHARLES He’s actually with the enforcers isn’t he? 

 RACHEL  He is, yes. He kind of goes out on the road, so basically he’s kind of 

working shoulder to shoulder with the enforcement officers so that 

could be parking wardens, it could be council officers, it could be 

traffic police. All sorts really and he’s out on the road as they kind 

of go about their everyday business of catching people breaking 

the law and issuing on the spot fines which is where we get our title 

from. 

 CHARLES Dom on the Spot, great.  And so Julia, we’ll come back to it but 

Julia can you tell me the same for Street Auction, how does that 

work? 

00.02.59 JULIA Yes absolutely, Street Auction is a very much a community based 

programme. It’s presented by Paul Martin who also does Flog It 

and the idea is that we have a team who go out and collect 

items, donated by people in the community, they know who it’s all 

for it’s all in aid of somebody who’s in that community who does a 

lot of work for others, perhaps an unsung hero if you like.  And then 

we have about three or four weeks later a big street auction 

where we sell a lot of these items on bric-a-brac stalls and we have 

the WI perhaps do teas and refreshments, we have kids 

entertainment, and then it culminates with a pub auction which 

Paul hosts. 

00.03.39 JULIA And at the end of that we reveal how much has been raised and 

who the nominee is and it’s one of those programmes where it’s 

very heart warming there are tears, there’s laughter and it all ends 

with a great big hug. 

 CHARLES Great, so Lindsay these are two shows that you’ve commissioned, 

just tell me what it was about them that made you give a green 

light to them? 

00.04.01 LINDSAY Well just picking up from Julia with Street Auction, the sense of 

community came over really strongly, there were some great 

format points, some great reveals because the daytime format, 

people are busy during the day and they need those hits, so every 

five or six minutes there is a reveal moment with a big pull through 

towards the end reveal. 

 CHARLES What do you mean by that? I can understand the moment at the 

end but what kind of reveals are there on the way? 

00.04.30 LINDSAY Well there’s reveals about how much things cost, how much their 

worth. There’s a nice little reveal moment where the presenter 

goes to the person who’s actually the nominee and they don’t 

know that they are the nominee and there’s a sort of getting to 

know you moment there, so there’s a reveal after that one. 

 CHARLES That’s almost a little bit sneaky actually. 

00.04.50 LINDSEY It is. 

 JULIA Absolutely, very sneaky! 

 CHARLES Because the audience knows. 

 LINDSEY That’s it. 

 CHARLES The audience is in on it but the, the contributor isn’t. 
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00.04.56 LINDSAY Yes so but- 

 JULIA And usually, I’m sorry Lindsay I didn’t mean to interrupt but also the 

other thing is that we usually get the person, the nominee, involved 

in the fundraising and the event because they’re normally that sort 

of person, you know the first person to volunteer, so they’re 

involved in the whole event, not realising it’s all for them. 

00.05.14 LINDSEY Yeah, and then with Rachel’s series, Dom on the Spot, so what 

appealed to me about that programme is that you know the 

audience is very keen on money and money is tight and it’s all 

about the fines and low level fines, and it could be anyone that 

gets these fines, so there’s a whole factor of “oh it could be me”. 

 CHARLES Well Rachel let’s stick with Dom on the Spot for a moment. It’s a 

very ambitious format in a way. You’ve got to sort of get an awful 

lot done in order to complete a programme in terms of editorial 

clearance and legal clearance, as well as finding the contributors. 

Can you just give me a sort of outline as to how the production 

process works and what kind of a team you have? 

00.06.03 RACHEL Yes, absolutely. I mean what we do on Dom on the Spot is that we 

absolutely front load the beginning of the production process. So 

historically with daytime quite often because you know you’re kind 

of working with smaller budgets and shorter amounts of times you 

tend to have a very small pre-production period, whereas we do 

the opposite, we put about 6 to 8 weeks into casting which before 

we even shoot a frame which is where the series producer, 

basically hoiks around the country meeting various different 

institutions and organisations whether the police or local council, 

and going to meet them face to face and shaking them by the 

hand and looking them in the eye and telling them what the show 

is about. 

00.06.43 RACHEL Because from experience with access there’s quite often a lot of 

fear.  You know people worry that you’re going to stitch them up, 

that they’re going to look stupid on TV, so we put a lot of emphasis 

on that personal relationship, so we invest a lot of time there.  And 

from that period on and we have a small access team, we have 

an Access Producer and an access AP, and a Series Producer, 

they spend 6 weeks shoring up that access, and then in many 

ways that team tends to move on and you bring in your 

programme makers at that point. 

00.07.14 RACHEL And what we tend to do is that we have PDs, Producer Directors 

and DV Directors all over the country, so we’re quite unusual in the 

sense that we don’t really have a big production base, we tend to 

have people all over the country that have worked on lots of 

different shows for us, who we tend to send out at the drop of a 

hat.  It could be parking in Tenby over a bank holiday weekend, 

we might have to suddenly get someone to Newcastle because 

they’re doing a blockade, a ticket inspection looking for fare 

dodgers and you don’t tend to know what’s happening till quite 

short notice, so we have quite a fluid team in order to get us to 

those places. 

 CHARLES Let me just ask one thing about this, when you are filming members 

of the public who have just been caught speeding or whatever, 

[yes] tell me a bit about the question of their decision as to 
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whether or not to take part in the programme? 

00.08.05 RACHEL Yes, I mean Dom on the Spot’s kind of quite a funny blend really, 

because we follow what’s called tag along filming protocol, which 

every channel will have that in those Producer guidelines, but 

basically if you’re working alongside any kind of institution you are 

tagging along, you’re filming what they’re doing, but as soon as 

you get to a point when someone’s being fined, I mean you’re 

talking very low level crime here, if someone was committing a 

really big crime or you were kicking a door down with a police 

officer it’s slightly different, I mean there’s more of a kind of public 

service argument that you could just go in and film that. 

00.08.43 RACHEL But if someone’s being fined because they’ve dropped a fag butt 

on the floor then that’s different, so we, very, very quickly we 

introduce ourselves, we say what we’re making and we ask to film 

them.  And the thing that is absolutely extraordinary about Dom on 

the Spot is that we have very, very little problems getting consent 

from these people. 

00.09.07 RACHEL You know I think people quite often want to put their hands up on 

camera and just say, “do you know you’re right, I dodged the fair, 

there’s never a ticket inspector on this line”, and what we do at 

that point is we get them to sign a consent form, and for anyone 

who kind of works in this type of access programming, consent 

forms are king, because basically if you haven’t got a consent 

form you can’t put someone, you can’t put someone on camera. 

00.09.31 RACHEL Now if they don’t consent that doesn’t mean that we can’t put 

them in the programme, but what we do is that we blob them. I 

mean you always want to try and avoid blobbing where you can, 

but some instances are fine and the TV audience are very 

forgiving about that, and we don’t use their voices, which we’ve 

become quite skilled at doing now.  Sometimes occasionally we 

use subtitles, but normally we just use voiceover to give the 

audience the gist of what’s happening. 

 CHARLES Obviously a really complicated programme to get right and Street 

Auction as well, Julia is complicated in different ways.  I mean 

presumably there’s a sort of… generally people are more willing to 

take part but you’ve got the whole secret question. 

00.10.15 JULIA Yes absolutely, you know the general public generally are very 

keen to be involved.  We work very differently to the way Rachel 

works in as much that we have a core team of 10, many of them 

are younger members of staff, but that team of 10 do all the 

filming throughout the whole process. 

 CHARLES Can I ask you then, when you’re making a series, how many 

separate programmes are you making simultaneously? 

00.10.43 JULIA Well with us the series is ten programmes, last year we did fifteen, 

this is ten programmes and we’re making them all at the same 

time in as much that we do two, what we call rummage days then 

about three weeks later we do two pop up auction days. In 

between we’ll do sale room auctions, we’ll do pickups after the 

reveal then we go back and we see the people.  And then the 

edits are going on at the same time, so you know we’ll do the first 

two perhaps sets of rummage days then they’ll start doing pop up 

auction days and they’ll start leapfrogging each other. 
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 CHARLES Lindsay are these typical programmes, because they seem 

incredibly complicated? 

00.11.23 LINDSAY They are, you know one of the key things about daytime 

programmes is they are made on a very, very tight budget.  Most 

daytime programmes are shot in two days and off lined in ten 

days, so it’s a real conundrum and a juggle to make those filming 

days work. And how you work that schedule in terms of 

geographically tying in different locations, using that presenters 

time really well, which both Rachel and Julia do with Paul and 

Dom, parachuting them in and literally blitzing those film days. So 

there’s not one moment of hanging around, every five minutes is 

scheduled. 

 CHARLES Do you think daytime TV, as a sort of production operation, is 

underestimated, within the television industry and also by the 

public? 

00.12.15 LINDSAY Well I do think the public really love it and we have really loyal 

viewers and you just look at those programme figures and you look 

at programmes like Bargain Hunt where you know 35 up to 40% of 

the viewing population are watching it. And indeed with Street 

Auction and Dom on the Spot they’re very popular programmes 

which strike a nerve with the audience.   

00.12.41 LINDSAY They are, I think, the hardest programmes to make because you 

have to be so disciplined, because there’s nothing, absolutely 

nothing left on the cutting room floor. 

 CHARLES Yes I was going to ask Julia and Rachel what are the pros and 

cons of being responsible for making a daytime series, there’s a lot 

of work involved but I suppose at least if it’s a long running series 

that’s a good thing? 

00.13.07 JULIA Well I think the pros are that you usually surround yourself, in our 

case anyway, you surround yourself with a really enthusiastic team 

and you have such bonding over the whole filming experience 

and you do see a story right from the very beginning, right through 

to its completion.  I mean when we do our reveals on the pop up 

day, my team are all, honestly they’re pathetic, but we’re all 

sobbing away because we know these people. 

 LINDSAY I’m sobbing watching it as well. 

00.13.39 JULIA Yes I know. 

 LINDSAY In a good way. 

00.13.41 JULIA Absolutely, but we’ve really got to care about these people 

because we’ve learnt all about them from their friends and their 

families and everyone who’s concerned and then we see the 

moment when they’re usually so humble they can’t believe it’s for 

them.  And so that’s a definite pro, I mean the downside of 

working on daytime and Lindsey hears this from every direction is 

obviously the budgets are incredibly tight and the schedules are 

really tight and everybody involved wants to do absolutely the 

best job they can and you know they work their socks off.  But at 

the same time there’s usually, if only we could have had another 

day edit or if only we could have had an extra day for another 

pickup because there was somebody who was going to come 

back a day later who we couldn’t fit into the schedule. 
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00.14.28 JULIA You know you always try and make things fit but sometimes our 

budget and logistics just make it impossible. 

 CHARLES Rachel what’s your take on that then? 

00.14.37 RACHEL Yes I mean my kind of feeling about daytime is that I genuinely 

believe that if you can make daytime you can make anything. 

And whenever I look at people’s CVs on any level you know a 

researcher or an AP or a Director, if they’ve got daytime on their 

CV I immediately look at it and interrogate it more and that 

doesn’t matter whether I’m making a kind of chin scratchy 

documentary on Channel 4 or a feature show in ITV, if people 

have got daytime on their CV, I’m a lot more interested. 

00.15.07 RACHEL Because I think it’s a kind of slight myth that daytime tends to take 

inexperienced, cheaper teams because you just can’t afford to 

do that because as Julia said and Lindsey said, the budgets are so 

tight, the schedules are so tight, you need to have people who 

absolutely know what they’re doing and daytime demands all the 

content, all the takeout that a peak time audience demands. 

00.15.31 RACHEL So I think if you’ve had the opportunity to work in daytime you 

should absolutely take it because I guarantee that you will learn 

more making a daytime show than you will any other and also the 

teams tend to be a lot flatter. So I know on my daytime output I 

spend a lot of time directly talking to, as an Exec, I spend a lot of 

time directly talking to the more junior members of the team, the 

researchers, the APs, probably more so than I do on my peak time 

shows, because the structures are just a lot flatter and a lot faster. 

So I think the pros of working in daytime if you’re coming into 

television is that you have more access to senior members of the 

team and you learn more in a really short amount of time. 

00.16.13 JULIA Yes absolutely and I think also that you can throw opportunities at 

people, much quicker as well. I was talking to one of our runners 

we had yesterday who’s been doing some work for the Natural 

History Unit and he knows that if he stayed there he would get very 

few opportunities to progress his career. Now the time he’s spent 

with us on Street Auction he already had a chance to pick up a 

305 and do a bit of additional shooting and he was doing about 

ten jobs on that one day. 

00.16.46 JULIA And everybody had the chance to get to muck in and really be 

involved in every element of the production all the way through. 

 CHARLES Can I just go back a little bit into the production process and 

particularly the relationship between the programmes and the 

Commissioning Editor?  Lindsay just tell me when the programme 

has been commissioned and is now in production what is the 

nature of your supervision as it were of the programmes as they 

come through? 

00.17.11 LINDSAY It depends. If it’s a long running existing series or a brand new one, 

because the brand new ones, obviously you have to keep the 

long running series fresh, exciting and pushing them, but the really 

exciting time is working on new programmes from a sheet of paper 

to getting them on the telly, so you know we work very closely 

together. So studios or an indie will come in and pitch the idea, I 

will try and push it through if I believe in it and then once it’s 

commissioned and the money has been released that’s when we 
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start looking at running orders and scripts, working out presenters, 

working out how we can reflect Britain and diversity. And then it’s 

working out, from the running order and then the team starts 

scripting and they might show bits and pieces as their filming or 

one of the great things to do is to shoot and cut one episode early 

so we all know what we’re doing and the tone is right and the 

music is right and the tone of the scripting is correct. 

00.18.20 LINDSAY You know if you look at the difference between Street Auction and 

Dom on the Spot they’re both very different in their tone, in their 

music, even in their pacing. Because it was interesting with Dom on 

the Spot, Rachel and I looked at them objectively and thought, it’s 

great material but we feel like we’ve seen it before, what more 

can we do to add a different layer, so you know we came up with 

the idea of having a reveal moment as to whether the person’s 

actually going to get the fine, and it does pull you through, don’t 

you think Rachel? 

00.18.49 RACHEL Yes definitely and I think also when we very first started making it 

our plan was that they’d almost be a kind of an A storyline a B 

storyline and then two little C and D storylines.  Which basically 

what that means is that you have a main storyline that pushes you 

right through to the end of the episode, so say for example your A 

storyline could be Dom out with the police on a shift and you 

might return to that A storyline three times over the hour and then 

your B storyline would be a little bit less and so on and so on. 

00.19.20 RACHEL And as we watched it we just felt, we kind of thought you know this 

feels quite tired, it feels quite derivative of other shows and 

actually what we realised we needed was five different hits, that 

were almost kind of standalone so quite magazine-y really in many 

ways. 

 CHARLES And a lot more work? 

00.19.36 RACHEL It was, but we knew we had the material so it was a case, if we 

had Dom out on a shift, with the police, looking for speeders or 

people on their mobile phones, is that we thought that day would 

form the spine of one show. What it actually did is it gave us three 

or four VTs across three or four different shows. 

 CHARLES For anyone who’s listening who’s not familiar with the television 

jargon, VT is Video Tape, in other words the little short films that 

constitute the programme.  Well Julia let me just ask you, if 

somebody wants to get into television have they got a chance of 

getting a job on one of your shows do you think or do you like 

Rachel, say that daytime is almost more difficult than peak time 

television to make? 

00.20.17 JULIA I think it is very hard to make and I think that the criteria, when I 

have CVs in front of me is I look for people who are energetic and 

enthusiastic and actually very personable, because I think what is 

a very underrated skill is actually being able to communicate with 

people. Because if you pick up a phone and you say you know to 

a local organisation you know would you like to come and get 

involved we’d like you there all day, you actually need to be able 

to talk to people and persuade them and charm them. 

00.20.50 JULIA As well all know and Rachel will have had this as well, tht when 

crews are out and about sometimes there will be somebody with a 
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gripe and every single member of your team needs to be 

charming and needs to have, in our case to be, you know to 

represent the BBC in the most polite way to not only get them on 

board but then to get them along to the event as well. 

 CHARLES So personality is really more important than skills in a way perhaps? 

00.21.18 JULIA Well now, this is the other thing about daytime, we want the whole 

package.  We want all of that and more you know our tick list is 

enormous, but I think that when I sit down with somebody to 

interview them I’ll have looked at their CV so I’ll know what skills 

they’ve got but I’ll know within 30 second if they will fit in the team 

and if they’re what we’re looking for, and as I say, personality and 

enthusiasm and energy are very big parts of that. 

 CHARLES Great, well I’m afraid we’ve got to wrap it up very soon, but I’d like 

to just end by asking Lindsay, you must be on the receiving end of 

an awful lot of pitches for ideas for new daytime shows, what do 

you never want to hear again and where are the opportunities do 

you think? 

00.22.02 LINDSAY Yes, well it’s interesting, we do get pitched regularly, Pet 

Detectives, Lost and Found at the Post Office, there’s a whole sort 

of slate of ideas we regularly get pitched. The key thing about the 

BBC daytime audience is it’s a lot older than people think and it’s 

more male skewing than ITV, so anything too female skewing such 

as maternity, or kids-y or education that audience, you know, 

majority is retired they’ve worked hard it doesn’t interest them.  So 

that’s worth thinking about really clearly is having a picture of that 

audience. 

 CHARLES So is that why there’s quite a lot about sort of antiques and bric-a-

brac and selling and stuff. 

00.22.46 LINDSAY Well money is a huge driver so you know it’s not about setting up a 

business, but it’s making a bob or two. 

 CHARLES I notice there’s not very much about food or cooking these days? 

00.22.56 LINDSAY We have had some recent hits with cookery shows, and it’s always 

obviously Saturday Kitchen, which is one of our, on our slate which 

is a perennial favourite, but food it’s such a saturated market and 

it’s finding a different way in and it’s getting those layers, you know 

even with Street Auction, with Dom on the Spot those layers of 

humour, warmth, reveals, take out, public serviceness. And one of 

the main things about daytime is the shows are stripped across the 

week, Monday to Friday we will commission a minimum of five and 

most ten, fifteen or you know Escape to the Country we order 

hundreds of them. 

00.23.35 LINDSAY And those ideas have to sustain across the week day in, day out. 

And we know that our audience are creatures of habit and they 

like having their programmes at set times, so those programmes 

have to sustain in terms of content and entertainment values. 

 CHARLES Well thank you very much, thanks everybody. Thank you to Lindsey 

Bradbury with me here in London and to our west country friends, 

Rachel Innes-Lumsden and Julia Foot, thank you all very much. 

 TOGETHER You’re very welcome, thank you, thank you. 

 CHARLES Well sadly that’s the end of this run of twelve BBC Academy 
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Podcasts. If you look us up online you can catch up on any of the 

podcasts you missed, and find lots of other useful content on the 

BBC Academy website.  Thanks to my Producer Roxy Ebrahim-

Khan and to you for listening, from me, Charles Miller, goodbye. 

00.24.22  MUSIC 

00.24.24 NARRATOR You’ve been listening to the BBC Academy podcast, if you want to 

find out more about this topic or to hear previous shows search 

online for the BBC Academy. 

00.24.32  MUSIC 

00.24.37  END OF RECORDING 
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